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About This Game

Follow the stories of 3 lonely characters as they strive to fulfil their potential in an absurd world. Compete against friends in 6
sporting events set in gravity defying arenas. The unique art style, surreal levels and eclectic music blend harmoniously to create

an experience unlike any other. Played solo, Perfect Universe is a chilled-out and relaxing experience. Played with up to 4
people, it will have you at the edge of your seat, as your skill is tested to the limit.

- Perfect Moon: Classic platforming in a non-classical universe.
- Moon Life: Control the feet of an alien creature directly in this QWOP-like.

- Star Light: Fly your rocket ship through the galaxy in this Thrust-like.
- Moon Golf: An interplanetary game of golf.

- Gravity Dodge: A 4-player game of alternative gravity dodgeball.
- Balloon Pop: Scramble to pop more balloons than your opponents.

- Rocket Ball: Play football, with rockets!
- Moon Volley: A game of volleyball around a little planet.

- Space Race: Race rockets against friends.

Play with gravity.
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Title: Perfect Universe - Play with Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Will Sykes Games
Publisher:
Excalibur Games
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Dual core / AMD Athlon 64 2.0 GHz or above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 268 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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perfect universe - play with gravity

Third in the series, you, the Chosen One are called to the Lost Lands once more. This time to figure out how a harpy broke free
of her petrified form. Oh, and you are also told to not touch the gold as it is cursed\u2026 maybe the two are related?

An exciting plot, fun HO scenes, and challenging minigames await. Get in the bundle.. dont dont dont ever buy this game.dont
do this plz. bad video and bad control so you cant play this game so good. i start a mission then i press W key and then im
die......this game is the worst game ever i played.

Dont buy this junk. I quite enjoyed this visual novel. The artistry and story was quite engaging. The music and sound effects
sparse but perfect for the feel of the novel. I played it through three times to see what alternative choices would have yielded.
Quite happy with my purchase and the experience. A solid 8.5/10.. A very interesting fun and creative game. I love the
gameplay, the different challenges and affects it has on you as a player in what you do in game. The favorite part for me is being
able to fix things on the farm and gather stuff to make it better.

There are so many things to do that I can\u2019t wait to discover.

6\/10-Controls

7\/10-Graphics

8\/10 Over All. Very buggy and unpolished game, devs don't care about their product (they also delayed the release of the Free
Version many times without any reason). The Free Version offers all the maps (14) but has big restrictions on weapons/classes
so you have to buy the Complete Edition to use every weapon/class in the game. I suggest you to not buy the Complete Edition
because Fog Of War should cost 5€ in my opinion...

Anyway this is not the worst game i've ever played and i think the devs aren't putting enough efforts in it so FOW won't
improve.

Honestly i still prefer this over Heroes & Generals so i'll play it until i get bored :D

6/10. I've only played about an hour of this and not finished it at the time of writing, but wanted to write a bit about it. There's a
level select screen in the game which implies I'm around half-way through the game, so it's probably not tremendously long, but
then again this game is only a dollar, and the hour I've played I've enjoyed.

This game does not rely on jumpscares, has a simple but appealing (to me) style, actually is scary at times through atmosphere,
audio, and I think has some neat ideas. This actually is not a defenseless horror game, you do have a gun at the start and shortly
also get a baton, and a third and fourth item a bit later for as far as I've played. While you're not defenseless, this isn't an action
horror game either as enemies are sparse. It's basically a cryptic horror puzzle game, there's very little dialogue or much in the
form of a story from what I've played so far, you seem to be a cop exploring a house and there's environmental signs of a story,
but not much else than that. There's very little words at all in the game and nothing like cutscenes either. A lot of the game is
going through this creepy house, putting together cryptic abstract clues to progress, and going through little scenarios that have
some variety to them. As the game has very few words, you need to essentially pay attention to visual and audio clues. The game
is not really hand-holdy at all, which does sometimes lead to confusion in what to do, but I managed to get through all the
puzzles in the first half after being a bit observant and experimenting with things.

It's actually pretty solid and I think it's without a doubt worth the price. If you don't mind the simple graphics and some cryptic
puzzles, you may even find yourself enjoying it. My only real critiques so far is that there are a few points where there's odd
invisible walls, these are rare thankfully but they're a bit immersion breaking and I think they could've come up with a better
excuse in many cases why you can't go that way. Also about a third of the way in the game there's a certain mechanic for a
section which is a bit sloggish, but this is minor.

The game not really explaining anything to you is both a pro and con, on one side not knowing and uncertainty do play into the
horror a bit, but on the other there was one moment I obtained an item and didn't understand how to make it work and was
stumped for five minutes walking around only to discover to make it work you need to HOLD the mouse button rather than
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click it, which wasn't immediately obvious or ever explained. On the opposite end, not knowing how effective combat options
are and needing to experiment does lead to a good kinda' uncertainty, or doing things in game having weird results and you
having no idea if you're doing the right thing or triggering something bad does play into the horror.

Very solid little game, I recommend it. May update my review a bit once I've finished it.. this game is amazing under one
condition. you need to have friends. First I had a look at the settings as I usually do and under controls it says "coming soon". At
least I was warned that this was going to be a rough trip. Landing OK, communication OK, construction OK, gun and phone
OK. Everything was set up nicely and then disaster struck..... solar panel not loading, farm not growing food, drill not drilling.
Even with the wrench I got in those super surprise boxes you can buy for a 1000 bucks, nothing works. Having no clue at all of
how to get things functioning all I could do was watch my crew die a slow and certainly painful death.
Possibly a good game when finished but in this state I can't recommend it.. Game is broken. Steam needs to take this down..
This game is broken 0/10
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I couldn't finish the game as my "Save is corrupted", which apparenlty is a bug that was never patched. So unless you intend to
play the game in one sitting, just forget it. Too bad, because it's really a good game otherwise.... theres a bug that makes using
classes, impossible when making custom animations. it will call actors, not classes though to customize? and then it wont save
the data as well.... epic fail..... I was suprised to see a F2P with high ratings, I thought I'd give it a go... I would only presume at
this point the casuals who like to call themselves gamers have dominated the reviews system.

Once you get imposed with effectively an energy bar (can't play without the energy(meat)) it becomes a waiting game. The
game is constantly screaming "BUY ME" with it's rediculous in-app purchases

The UI is clunky, there's not much in the 'Settings' department. Until you've done the tutorial you can't escape the intrusive
popups to explore options or other areas of the game (such as settings) and even then, once the tutorial is over, the intrusively
unhelpful tips keep popping up. The game doesn't stop reminding you about the tutorial or tips in this fashion, such as "double
click to see stats and more information" - yet try to do this over say an item or your ranking icon and the story is entirely
different.

After 2 hours, I have nothing to do but grind earlier levels to find the cards I need, mashing space-bar or facing the possibility of
buying an item that effectively auto-bots for you, some top-notch gameplay right there.

Frankly, this seems like a mobile game or Facebook converted game... Quick buck, little entertainment or replay value - which
is a shame, quite frankly I found this game concept quite promising at first. Should keep this tripe off Steam/PC platforms. This
is the perfect example of a money hungry and quite frankly destructive F2P model game, that not only degrades itself but the
value of the "F2P" label.

Developers should really play their own games before they release them - derp.. While i do think that for the price you are
paying for it is a bit much, i do find the story funny if not a bit short. It's a solid hour of fun and interesting story.

Get while on sale.. Very good story, plus it's free, if you like VN you should get it. Interesting, in my mind this is more of an
experience than a game. With a VR headset this would an unbelievable experience.

Yes, I have only experienced 10 minutes so far. The music is excellent, exacly my taste (drum ń bass, psyChill) etc. The
universe seem to be comprised by the music. One can have the software play your own tracks. If you are in need of similair
music, go on youtube and search "Ä tribute to Aes Dana Downtempo Side" or try Solar Fields Discovering.

. I have played a lot of games but this is the most horrible,crap horror game i have ever paid for.....DO NOT buy it!!! avoid it at
all costs! i cant even understand how this crap title managed to get into steam.. jesus -1\/10. Haven't plade much but so far a
solid game it is really fun and I could have hours of fun.

worth the 15$. Read some of the comments but didn't believe them. How could something soo adorably cute actually be that
hard, right? They do not lie. Even playing on normal difficulty I'm having to take breaks to prevent rage overloads. By far one
of the best shooters I've played in a very long time. Controls are spot on, no wonky hitboxes that may or may not tag a passing
bullet, enemy and boss mechanics that will actually require a bit of planning and changing of combat styles. Even easy is no joke
as the enemy numbers and attack speed are the same, they simply launch a few less projectiles each volley and bosses lose a
couple of their moves. Storyline is hilarious, simply an inugirl in search of pudding. The settings and characters you meet along
the way are some of the most cliche yet amazing ever. Probably my largest drive to progress is just to see what new boss they
will throw at me next.

If you like shooters with incredibly tight controls, varied enemies, insane difficulty curves, and wide selection of attack types,
you want this game. If you also have a love for cute anime girls, or a deep desire to fly around as a dog girl in search of pudding,
you -need- this game.
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